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Welcome to DISCOVER ADAC! This three-day celebration will embolden you to illuminate your 

design style and shine light on all elements of your life.

Event seating is limited. Check-in begins 10 minutes prior to each event and seating is available 
on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis. 

351 Peachtree Hills Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia

adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720

HOSTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

®

DISCOVER ADAC
09.25–09.27

@adacatlanta  #DISCOVERADAC



Tuesday, September 25 
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NOON Celebrate couture design and stunning performance fabrics with celebrity interior designer 
Lonni Paul and Crypton Home.  Join Robert Allen Duralee Group for lunch and a fabric show-
and-tell! Hear the design inspiration behind Lonni Paul’s Crypton Home fabrics for Duralee 
and see how and why Crypton Home is the ultimate performance fabric for luxurious interiors.
Duralee | Suite 125

@lonnipaul | @duralee | #RADG

Lunch: Couture + Crypton with Lonni Paul

Take part in a special hands-on demonstration with San Francisco-based textile designer, 
Seema Krish. Learn the basics of block printing and patternmaking, enjoy a light lunch and 
libations, and leave with your very own custom-printed napkin!
Paul+ | Suite 121

@seemakrishtextiles | @paulplusatlanta

Lunch: Hands-on Block Printing

Toast the newest collections from the Style Library brands. Sip Champagne as you discover 
all that is new from Zoffany, Harlequin, Scion, Morris & Co., Sanderson, and Anthology. Find 
inspiration through fashion and a love of all things eclectic yet sophisticated.
Grizzel & Mann | Suite 120

@stylelibraryusa | @grizzelandmann

Sip and See: Style Library

10:00 AM

Showing some of her favorite images from her latest book, The Power 
of Pattern: Interiors and Inspiration: A Resource Guide, Susanna Salk 
reveals how wallpaper and fabric designs can be used to elevate 
and personalize every room. Susanna sits down with MILIEU’s Design 
Director, Leslie Newsom Rascoe, to explore how pattern — whether 
fl oral, geometric or iconic — can be as instrumental as any accessory to 
a room’s overall impact and refl ection of its owner’s unique style.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, PHILLIP JEFFRIES and MILIEU invite you to 
a reception to preview the showroom’s new 2018 Fall Collections as 
Susanna Salk signs copies of her newly released book, The Power of 
Pattern: Interiors and Inspiration: A Resource Guide.  
PHILLIP JEFFRIES | Suite 319

@susannasalk | @milieumag | @phillipjeffriesltd

The Power of Pattern
Keynote Presentation | Susanna Salk with Leslie Newsom Rascoe Sponsored by

®
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1:00 PM

“I am going to make everything around me beautiful — that will be my 
life.” Elsie de Wolfe.  For 34 years, Charlotte Moss has considered her 
career a privilege, a blessing, and a challenge. Throughout it all, she 
has remained committed to making everything in her path as beautiful, 
inspiring, and accessible as possible. Beginning with rearranging her 
parents’ furniture and learning how to garden with her grandmother 
to a career in decorating, Charlotte’s quest for beauty is legendary. In 
conversation with FLOWER magazine Editor in Chief, Margot Shaw, 
Charlotte reveals what inspires her in her constant pursuit of beauty and 
why it is important.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Century Furniture and FLOWER magazine invite you to a luncheon 
reception after the presentation in honor of Charlotte Moss as she signs 
copies of her newest book, Charlotte Moss Entertains: Celebrations and 
Everyday Occasions.  
Century Furniture | Suite 212

@charmossny | @flowermagazine | @centuryfurniture

Beauty...A Life in Pursuit
Keynote Presentation | Charlotte Moss with Margot Shaw Sponsored by

3:00 PM

Paula Wallace, President and Founder of the Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD), shares insights into the university’s 
award-winning preservation and interior design projects showcased across its global campuses. With brilliant photographs and 
informative essays, SCAD: The Architecture of a University reveals the resplendent design and storied pasts of 40 of the university’s 
architectural treasures. Joining President Wallace for this lively event are interior designer and SCAD alumnus Chuck Chewning 
and Margaret Russell, honorary Dean of the SCAD School of Building Arts, both of whom contributed essays to the book. Book 
signing to follow the discussion.
Jim Thompson | Suite 304

@paulaswallace | @chuck.chewning | @margaretrussell | @scaddotedu | @businessofhome| @jimthompsonfabrics

SCAD: The Architecture of a University
Panel Discussion Sponsored by
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Tuesday, September 25 

Join Garden & Gun for a discussion on classical and Southern architecture, blended with the modern design of the New South. 
Moderated by Garden & Gun’s Style Director, Haskell Harris, and the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art’s President, Peter 
Lyden, the discussion features perspectives from three Southeast Architect of the Year Award winners: Stanley Dixon of D. Stanley 
Dixon Architect in Atlanta, Georgia; Jeffrey Dungan of Jeffrey Dungan Architects in Birmingham, Alabama; and Ken Pursley of 
Pursley Dixon Architecture in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Moattar, Ltd. | Suite 314

@dsdixonarchitect | @jeffreydungan | @pursleydixon | @gardenandgun | @classicist_org  | @moattarltd

Classical Concepts in the New South
Panel Discussion

Sponsored by
5:00 PM

4:00 PM

Following the panel at Moattar, Ltd., Garden & Gun hosts the grand 
opening reception for the new Wood-Mode showroom at ADAC 
West. Enjoy Southern fare in celebration of unparalleled design and 
craftsmanship and view the latest products and lifestyle design themes 
while visiting with Haskell Harris of Garden & Gun, Peter Lyden of the 
Institute of Classical Architecture & Art, and architects Stanley Dixon, 
Jeffrey Dungan, and Ken Pursley.
Wood-Mode | ADAC West | Suite A5

@wood_mode | @gardenandgun

Wood-Mode 
Grand Opening Reception
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Sip and Stroll at ADAC West, a creative community of furniture and accessories showrooms, residential and commercial 
designers, architects, framers, manufacturers, and one fabulous restaurant, all located directly adjacent to ADAC’s main 
building. Atlanta Magazine’s HOME invites you to DISCOVER ADAC WEST during this evening meet-and-greet where you 
can experience the fusion of the diverse products and personalities that make ADAC West an absolutely invaluable enclave 

of design resources for the entire Southeast. 

Suite A1, JANUS et Cie | @janusetcie• Suite A5, Wood-Mode | @wood_mode

Suite A6, Peacock Alley | @peacockalley•Suite A7, Electronic Home | @EHAtlanta 

Suite B4, C. Weaks Interiors | @cweaksinteriors•Suite B5A, Matthew Quinn Collection | @matthewquinncollection

Suite B6, The Jane Group | @janiewilburn•Suite B6, Musso Design Group | @mussodesigngroup

Suite C3B, Renaissance Tile & Bath | @rentile•Suite C4, F.A. Hunter & Associates• Suite C4B, Brooks & Black Fine Framing

ADAC West

5:30 PM

ADAC West Sip and Stroll: Endless Summer

&Sponsored by
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@atlmaghome | @AtlantaMagazine
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NOON

Recover the past and look to the future at the Delinah Simmons showroom for a luncheon and 
workshop with Bjork Studio. This demonstration includes a hands-on upholstery presentation 
featuring vintage pieces dressed in Dee-licious fabrics from the most current collection by 
Delinah Simmons.
Delinah Simmons | Suite 308

@bjorkstudio | @delinahsimmons

Lunch: Dress the Past with the Present

Shoot for the stars with Hinson’s STAR POWER Collection for 2018! Please join David Toback, 
Director of Textile Design, in presenting Hinson’s third collection launch since joining Donghia. 
Dramatic patterns and intriguing weaves create inspired schemes. And make sure to enter 
their giveaway while browsing the new collections! Light lunch will be served.
Donghia | Suite 317

@hinson_by_donghia | @donghia_inc

Lunch: Hinson’s Star Power Premier Launch 

10:00 AM

The conversation around the trends in home design too often focuses on colors, furniture styles, 
and technologies. But the future of how we live beautifully and happily is told through homes 
that reflect our desires told and untold — and products are just one element. House Beautiful 
Editor in Chief, Sophie Donelson, presents a first look at the five ideas driving the home of 
tomorrow with critical take-aways for designers seeking business innovations for today.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Join Design Galleria Kitchen and Bath Studio in their newly renovated showroom for a 
reception and meet and greet with Sophie Donelson.  
Design Galleria Kitchen and Bath Studio | Suite 234

@designgalleriakitchenandbath | @housebeautiful

How to Live Tomorrow
Keynote Presentation | Sophie Donelson Sponsored by

Wednesday, September 26



1:00 PM

Join Kravet Inc. for an exclusive discussion celebrating the release of 
Inspired Design: The 100 Most Important Interior Designers of the Past 
100 Years. Led by author Jennifer Boles, this discussion spotlights the 
iconic trailblazers who paved the way for modern-day interior design. 
Jennifer sits down with designer Alexa Hampton to find out: who inspires 
you? Where do your ideas come from? Learn what it’s like working with 
the many inspiring designers Alexa has crossed paths with, and what it’s 
like to be among the youngest designers name-dropped in this book 
vetted by the design community.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the discussion, join Kravet Inc. and Dering Hall for light 
refreshments while Jennifer Boles and Alexa Hampton sign copies of 
Inspired Design: The 100 Most Important Interior Designers of the 
Past 100 Years.  
Kravet Inc. | Suite 106

@alexahamptoninc | @thepeakofchic | @deringhall | @kravetinc

Who Inspires You?
Keynote Presentation | Alexa Hampton with Jennifer Boles Sponsored by

3:00 PM

Interior designer Marshall Watson invites you to join him on an 
adventure as he shares stories from the unexpected path that led 
him to a career in design. Showcasing dynamic images from his 
book, The Art of Elegance, as well as exclusive photos that have 
never been published before, Marshall weaves a visual journey 
through the distinctive houses he has designed and demonstrates 
how he uses warmth, light, peace, comfort, balance, and livability 
to create homes that are classic, timeless and most importantly, 
elegant. Following the talk, visit with Marshall during an in-
showroom reception and book signing.
Cowtan & Tout | Suite 225

@marshallwatsoninteriors | @archdigest | @cowtanandtout

A Designer’s Unexpected Journey 
with Marshall Watson Sponsored by
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Suite 106, Kravet, Lee Jofa, and Brunschwig & Fils | @kravet.lj.bf.atlanta
Suite 109, Ernest Gaspard & Associates | @ernestgaspard
Suite 120, Grizzel & Mann | @grizzelandmann
Suite 125, Duralee® | @duralee
Suite 131, Travis & Company | @travisandcompany
Suite 133, BRADLEY | @bradleyusa
Suite 141, Strathmore | @inspirewithstrathmore

Suite 208, German Kitchen Center | @germankitchenctr
Suite 210, Dolce Decor | @dolcedecoratlanta
Suite 215, Designer Carpets | @designercarpets
Suite 225, Cowtan & Tout | @cowtanandtout
Suite 226, Pedini of Atlanta | @pedini_usa

DISCOVER ADAC AFTER HOURS: Cocktail Parties  
Back by popular demand, ADAC is throwing open the doors for an evening of fun with the Southeast design community. It is time to 
look away from those phones and computers and look forward to the enjoying some old-school “face time.” From parties to pop-
ups, ADAC’s showrooms are hosting exciting moments throughout the Center. Catch up with friends, visit favorite showrooms, and 
explore the showrooms you have always wanted to visit as you DISCOVER ADAC AFTER HOURS!

Floor 1 Floor 2

Join moderator Lauren Finney, Editor in Chief of Modern Luxury Interiors Atlanta and The Atlantan; Randi Layne of Catwalk 
Productions and The Fashion Group International® of Atlanta; Emily Hertz of Born on Fifth; Michel Smith Boyd of SmithBoyd 
Interiors; and Rebecca Brodnan Smith of Neiman Marcus and The Fashion Group International® of Atlanta for a lively panel 
discussion about trends, industry changes, commonalities — and distinct differences — between the fashion and interiors industries.
SHOWROOM 58 | Suite 426

@catwalkproductionsusa | @bornonfifth | @MichelBoyd | @neimanmarcus | @fgiatl | @mlinteriorsatl | @theatlantan | @theartofthe58home

Common Threads: Fashion and Interiors
Panel Discussion Sponsored by

4:00 PM

5:30 PM

Wednesday, September 26
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Suite 301, beau studio | @lovebeaustudio
Suite 303, Schumacher | @schumacher1889
Suite 304, Jim Thompson | @jim_thompson_showroom
Suite 306, The Shade Store | @theshadestore
Suite 307, Fabricut | @atlanta_fabricut
Suite 308, Delinah Simmons | @delinahsimmons
Suite 311, Tritter Feefer Home Collection | @tritterfeefer
Suite 320, R HUGHES | @therhugheslifestyle
Suite 321, Kolo Collection | @kolocollection

Suite 401, Robert Allen | @robertallendesign
Suite 402, Theodore Alexander | @theodore_alexander_official
Suite 403, Made Goods | @madegoods
Suite 406, Southern Design Source | @southerndesignsource
Suite 411, Arc-Com Fabrics | @arccomfabrics
Suite 412, Jerry Pair | @jerrypair
Suite 422, Habachy Designs & Atelier | @habachydesigns
Suite 426, SHOWROOM 58 | @theartofthe58home

Floor 3 Floor 4
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Thursday, September 27
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NOON

Creative collaborations with design-industry brands are currently at the core of 
next-generation business models, so what are the essential tools required to make 
your foray into designing your own product line? Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles Editor 
in Chief, Elizabeth Ralls, moderates a discussion with veteran licensing agent Kate 
Verner and interior designer Denise McGaha that reveals insights into the product-
development world. Whether you are interested in designing — and protecting — 
a private-label collection or seeking opportunities with esteemed industry partners 
to elevate your own brand; they cover it all.
Bell Cabinetry & Design | ADAC West | Suite B2B

Lunch: License to Launch Sponsored by

ISBN 978-1-61837-274-1

9 781 61 8 372741

5 6 0 0 0>

$60.00 U.S.

$81.00 CAN.

ROMANTIC
RESPLENDENT

SERENE

GRACIOUS 
INTOXICATING

VERDANT

From lush verdant landscapes and 
romantic blossom-wreathed pergolas  

to glistening turquoise pools and  
intimate gardens,every exquisite setting 

is a rich source of inspiration  
for planning your own paradise.  

HOUSE & HOME/Decorating

is the Editor in Chief of Veranda, the celebrated interiors and 
lifestyle magazine that is known for featuring the world’s most 
beautiful homes and gardens. Smith is an award-winning 
journalist who has been covering the fields of style and 
design for two decades. He is the author of three books: 
The Romance of Flowers, Inspired by Color, and Entertaining—each printed 
under the Veranda imprint. A native Texan, Smith’s greatest 
passion is being outdoors. He resides in Bedford, New York, 
and New York City.

Cover photo: © James Merrell
Front cover flap: © Victoria Pearson
Back cover photo: © Max Kim-Bee

Author photo: © Erica George Dines

Jacket design by Scott Russo

Clinton Smith

www.veranda.com

Manufactured in China

Join celebrated tastemakers Nina Campbell, Suzanne Kasler, and Carolyne Roehm for an engaging, enlightening, and entertaining 
chat with VERANDA Editor in Chief, Clinton Smith. Known for their authentic voices and a passion for timeless design, this lauded 
group offers a peek into their private worlds — from their storied careers to what’s next on the horizon.  Each is known for transcending 
the world of interior design with a 360-degree focus on lifestyle, which incorporates product design, garden design and outdoor 
living, elegant entertaining, book publishing, and even fashion design. Join us for this master class on All Things Style. 
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, stock your design library as Osborne & Little presents a special book launch and signing reception at 
Ainsworth-Noah & Associates honoring the debut of each panelist’s and Clinton Smith’s newest books. This is also an excellent 
opportunity to view the just launched Autumn 2018 collections from Nina Campbell, Osborne & Little and their entire family 
of brands.  
Ainsworth-Noah & Associates | Suite 518

@ninacampbellltd | @suzannekasler | @carolyneroehm |@verandamag | @osborneandlittle | @ainsworthnoah

THE POWER OF STYLE
Panel Discussion Sponsored by

10:00 AM

@denisemcgaha | @katevernerandassociates_nyc | @atlantahomesmag | @bellcabinetryanddesign
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1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Join Traditional Home Editor in Chief, Jill Waage, along with 
panelists Jamie Drake and Mary Douglas Drysdale, for a dialog 
on the modernization of traditional design. As eclecticism grows 
ever stronger, how are the priorities, mindsets, and vocabulary 
changing around affluence? Are we at a tipping point between 
modern and classic in the mix? What’s rising and waning? Are 
antiques less — or even more — relevant to the next generation? 
Learn answers to these questions and more as you gain new 
perspectives from these powerhouses of design.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

@designerjamiedrake | @marydouglasdrysdale | @traditionalhome

The wait is over! Celebrate the grand opening of Theodore Alexander’s 
fabulous new showroom at ADAC with Jill Waage, Editor in Chief of Traditional 
Home, and legendary designers Jamie Drake and Mary Douglas Drysdale. 
Discover how Theodore Alexander blends classic forms with luxurious materials 
to create collections that are the epitome of style and sophistication.
Theodore Alexander | Suite 402

@traditionalhome | @theodore_alexander_official

Affluent Eclecticism: It’s All in the Mix
Panel Discussion

Theodore Alexander 
Grand Opening Celebration

Sponsored by

3:00 PM

Join Pamela Jaccarino, Luxe Interiors + Design Editor in Chief, as she sits down with 
David Kleinberg, Founder of the internationally-renowned interior design firm, David 
Kleinberg Design Associates, and Gabriel Hendifar, Creative Director and Co-
founder of APPARATUS, a New York-based lighting, furniture, and object design 
studio, for an engaging conversation about creating environments that build a brand 
through storytelling. The designers discuss their early days, the challenges faced, and 
their inspirations that have proven successful along the way.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

R HUGHES and Luxe Interiors + Design host a meet-and-greet with Pamela, David, 
and Gabriel following the panel discussion. Visit with these incredible talents while 
previewing the debut of ACT III, the newest collection from APPARATUS.
R HUGHES | Suite 320

@dkda | @apparatusstudio | @luxemagazine | @therhugheslifestyle

How Storytelling Builds Luxury Brands
Panel Discussion

Sponsored by

Illuminate your style



Shop the 3rd annual Thrift Studio Opening Night Patron Party 
and Pop-up Shop benefitting Dwell with Dignity Atlanta. Dwell 
with Dignity’s mission is to help families escape poverty and 
homelessness through design; one household at a time. Through 
generous donations from showrooms, designer brands, and 
the Atlanta community, Thrift Studio shoppers will find stunning 
vignettes created by a curated cast of Atlanta’s top interior 
designers. Donated high-end home decor items will be sold at 
significant discounts with 100% of sales benefitting Dwell with 
Dignity’s mission. The 2018 event kicks-off with an Opening Night 
Patron Party on September 27th and is then open to the public to 
shop from September 28-October 20th. 

Visit www.thriftstudio.com for more information | Opening Night Patron Party Tickets available for purchase in August. 

@dwellwithdignityatlanta | @atlantahomesmag

Thursday, September 27 | 6:00 PM
ADAC Event Space, Suite 417

Opening Night Patron Party: September 27

Opening Night Patron Party Ticket Price: $150

Pop-Up Shop: September 28 - October 20, 2018

Thrift Studio 2018 Designer Cast:
Amy Morris Interiors | @amymorrisinteriors 

Bradley Odom, Dixon Rye | @dixon_rye

Douglas W. Hilton, DWH Interiors | @dwh_interiors

Kandrac & Kole Interior Designs, Inc. | @kandrackole

Kristin Kong, K Kong Designs | @kkongdesigns

Loren Audrey Taylor, Interior Designer | @lorenaudreytaylor

Honorary Co-Chair: 
John Oetgen, Oetgen Design | @johnoetgen

John Lineweaver, Lineweaver Design | @johnlineweaver

Photo Credit - Christina Wedge

Benefitting Dwell with Dignity Atlanta
2018 Thrift Studio



A D A C  S E R V E S  U P  S T Y L E
A D A C + A D A C  W E S T

9 . 2 4 – 9 . 2 8

#adacservesupstyle

It is a commonly acknowledged fact that Southern culture is infused with a tradition of hospitality.  Making people feel welcome is a 
highly-developed art form that ideally engages all of the senses in order to create lasting memories shared among friends, families, 
and communities. During this special week-long event, visit participating ADAC and ADAC West showrooms to see gorgeous 
themed tablescapes that have been created in partnership with interior designers, floral designers, party planners, lifestyle experts, 
specialty boutiques, fashionistas, tastemakers, and more! From large to small, formal to casual, these tablescapes offer a master 

class in the fine art of hospitality and demonstrate a myriad of ways to create memorable moments of delight in your own life.

Photo Credit - Willett Photography Photo Credit - Raftermen
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